Significant events for the Month of January, 2017

1) Out-reach programme:
   - This Regional Centre organised one day ‘Sabar Festival’ in collaboration with the Sarenga Global Education Centre, Sarenga on the eve of 154th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda on 11/01/2017.

2) Emphasising on Research activity:
   - One Research Personnel from this Regional Centre participated in the National Seminar on “Government and Tribal Development: Assessing Approach, Efforts and Role”, organized by Western Regional Centre, Udaipur from 18th to 20th January, 2017.
   - One Research Personnel from this Regional Centre participated and presented a paper entitled “Stone Age Implements of Bagdiha: A Preliminary Observation” in the International Conference on Field Archaeology as an official delegate, which was organised by the Kerala University from 16th to 19th January, 2017.

3) Republic Day, 2017 and Exhibition Gallery Inauguration:  This Regional Centre celebrated the 68th Republic Day on 26th January, 2017 in a befitting manner in collaboration with the Recreation Club, Anthropological Survey of India at its Salt Lake campus. The celebration was followed by the inauguration of the Exhibition Gallery at ERC and sports meet. It was a day-long programme in which all the staff members of ERC and Head Office participated along with their family members. The Exhibition Gallery at ERC was inaugurated by Prof. Ranjana Ray, Professor Emeritus, Formerly of Department of Anthropology, Calcutta University. The other dignitaries present on the occasion were Prof. Subho Roy, Professor and Head, In-charge Dr. Ambedkar Chair, Department of Anthropology, University of Calcutta, Dr. Prasenjit Devburman, Director, Cultural Research Institute and Dr. Krishnendu Bhattacharya, Retd. Prof Nandigram Rajcollege. The Exhibition Gallery is based on the theme ‘Human Evolution, Bio-Cultural Diversity and People of India’.